For assistance using this map, contact the park.

PLEAS NOTE

- CHECK IN for campsites and shelters is 2 p.m.; CHECK OUT is 12 p.m. CHECK IN for cabins and lodges is 3 p.m.; CHECK OUT is 11 a.m. Renew permit by 9 a.m. (pending site availability).
- Public consumption or display of any alcoholic beverage is prohibited.
- A maximum of eight people per campsite or shelter. Occupancy rate in cabins varies. Guests must leave the park by 10 p.m.
- Quiet hours are between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m.; please be considerate of other people.
- No person shall use electrical speakers or radios at a volume which emits beyond the immediate campsite.
- Dogs must be on a leash no longer than six feet and under control at all times.
- Pets are not allowed in any buildings or beach area.
- Gathering of firewood is prohibited.
- Campfires are permitted only in fire rings provided at each site.
- Swim at your own risk. NO LIFEGUARD on duty.
- Always swim with a friend. Children must be supervised by an adult who can swim.
- Stop the spread of invasive species. CLEAN, DRAIN and DRY your boat.